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Desktop Performance Bundle - KP400 Switchable Keyboard &
MP230L Performance Mouse

K10002BLE

Product Description

When it comes to typing on a variety of devices, having a keyboard that can alternate between wired and Bluetooth
connectivity can be your new best friend. The Kensington KP400 Switchable Keyboard lets you work with a laptop,
a tablet, or even a smartphone together so you can take productivity to a new level. The keyboard is full-sized and
includes a numeric keypad, providing you a professional typing experience whether you are using it with a PC,
tablet or smartphone. The keyboard can be powered using either a detachable wired connection through a USB
port on your laptop, or with batteries when it’s in Bluetooth mode. Installation is simple and easy so you can start
typing in no time at all.

We've also included the MP230L Performance Mouse to enhance your entire desktop experience. The MP230L
Performance Mouse removes almost any limitation your current mouse might have, with a combination of wireless
freedom and precision tracking on even the most difficult surfaces. A unique track-on-glass sensor uses a high-
definition laser that will follow your hand movements on a wide variety of desk surfaces. The 2.4GHz wireless
connection via a USB nano receiver means there are no cords to clutter up your desk. The mouse is full-sized,
offering complete comfort in an ergonomic, ambidextrous design that’s ideal for either right-handed or left-handed
users. In addition to the traditional two-button and scroll wheel top, side buttons offer quicker browser navigation.
DPI adjustment buttons allow you to control the cursor tracking speed. And with Plug & Play installation, you’ll be
up and clicking almost the instant you plug in.

Features

• KEYBOARD FEATURES

• Switching buttons allows you to quickly alternate between wired and Bluetooth connection

• Full-size keyboard layout features six rows including numeric keypad

• Power can be supplied to the keyboard either through a USB port or with batteries

• Compatible with Windows®

• Uses Bluetooth 3.0

• MOUSE FEATURES

• Track-on-glass laser with 1600 DPI high-definition sensor for the ultimate control

• 2.4GHz wireless connection allows for complete freedom and mobility

• Full-size comfort with two-button, scroll wheel design that’s ideal for either right-handed or left-handed users

• Two side buttons provide additional browser navigation options

• Dedicated DPI adjustment buttons near scroll wheel fine-tune cursor control

• Plug & Play installation so you can be up and clicking fast

• Compatible with Windows® and Mac®

Specifications

• PDP Request Quote Yes


